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WbIle1.3'e

UST OF A GROUP

-a telized as "slippery" and "elusive!' by more th

rust4has long been considered an importannt component of dnterpe

\

communication- Typical studide of in. communication have related

cooperative behavior,2 to credibility, to grotp process,
4

to

5
and to the development of heal lationships.

Iheeless has characterized research on trust as focusing on one or,

three areas. (1) risby situations, (2) dependent or ris]

."e.favorable perceptions of Others.
7

Mbile each Of these dimensions-un-

behavio

-doubtedly plays'a role in the process of developing and maintaining inter-

yeysonal trust, exactly,ho* each role is played out has been more difficult

to dete

o models of interpersonal trust have attempted to wrestle with that

problem. The first model, by)Cee.and begins with the general notion

of "previous experience:" tt is, a person (p )'s experience with. another

(0) will dictate initial levels trust. if there is no prevlous exper-

fence, situational factor's (e.g., incentive, powe , characteristics of 0)

and dispositional factors .g. P's personality and generalized leve

of trust) will control initial perceptions.- These tw factors may also

influence the effects 'of personal, experience. The initial perceptions

then moderated by Perceptions of O's motives and/or O's conpetence within

the situation. If these are found to be favorable, subjective trust' is

enhanced, which, in turn, leads to trust behavior.

1



-del, bar Pearee,, mod_fie he Me and Knox model, to

2

al communication situation. 1' g with the assumptio

factors ,dictate when trust is a salient tonceP,--Pearce

contended that.these factors axe ((1) contingency, or i degree of "riskin

t is presefit or perceived, t2Ypredictatbility, or the degree, to.

P'is certain-that:0 will or will pOt,take,advantabe of PP trusting beha

ad 3Yalternative options, or the ability of P to discern that both true

and 41spicionare possible behavioral choices within the Situation.

predictability factor Seems to a,. count for both. of Kee and Knox "past

experience" and "dispositional" factors. Pearce proceeded to-add percep-

tions of 0 as,knowledgeable, -etent and Well-intentioned as precOnditions

to what he called a "cognitive state of trust The description of this

state-is sihdIar to what we shall call a "trusting attitude." Pearce noted

that people do not always behave in accdrdan.ce with their attitudes d

contended that trusting behavior would not be a result of a cognitive state

t.

,While these models and supporting research seem to indicate that a

trusting attitude and trusting behavior can be distinguished in interpersonal

relationships, almost ne attention has been paid to the issue of whether

trust can be exhibited to d entities other, than individual persons.

tuition tells us that a trusting attitude can be exhibited toward any,obr

e (e.g., group, organization or institution) having the capacity to act'

towdrd'us, and that lack of t -sting attitudes can lead to distruct- _

, \
,_ .

- ,

actiens. 'Examples of this phenomenen are many and varied. Unwillingness_

to cooperate With apolice officer may-be a product of lack of trust for

police, in general,, A7campaign against an oil profits tax on the California



13Plot argued hat the measure dwould be defeated be use the ;reev

be placed in the hands of the bumblers.

can recount a story of;, an experiment in participative,deOsion7makingthAt

failed becaus the group aharged,with'Making'the dedision was not-

by the pefdpiewho'WoUld'he,affected.hy.that-Adisiori...-

research was: then two-fold. First

ting models was undertaken to account-for the ituation in which an

trust of group would be salient: Second, a preliminary-tes

THE 1,113DEL

(P

a

or purposes of parsimony, it was sume_ that the trusting individUal,

no previous experience with the group that, was the object of truit

focus of the model. was placed on the development of a trusting

a tude.toward the group, rather than oti-t;he exhibition of trusting behavior.-

While individual dispositions may thave an impact on the degree to each

any given P will trust groups in general, these dispositions should be dis

tributed normallyin,the population and should thus have little or no sys-

tematic impact On.trusting attitudes. ,Designating situational factors which

make trustingattitutied ...anent is thus'the Model's primary tasc. Certainly,

the s,ituation should be a risky one, but what makes a group risky for

. -
individual who is ndt a'imember,of it? General notions of theconcept of

risk might lead us to speculate that such group must have both (1) the

ability to affect the individual in either a ipo..itiVe or ne

d (2) that uncertainty exists

action will have on the no--ember.

ive fashion

to what effect the course of the group's

This combination of factors might be



',potential olio

Olarteption.of threat Is a precondition aliency- of a trus

Once it becbtes aaingfill to de a trustiu g attitude, three -ae-

tors would appear io influence the di- on and degree that attitude takes.

TWo of the factors; competence and metivatio appear in both the Kee-
,

10
:Khdl and Pearce models,- hese:two gactor

review of: trust in the organizatieral setting.

from "the literature on self -'disclosure`'s relations

openness engenders trust in m

ar in Redding's

rd factor is drawn

P with'tru t-
12

If

interpersbnal situations, its would seem that

a group-which both operated openly arid which wasopen to messages from non-
_

members would would be" affected by its-actions. would also be likely to en-.

"gender trust within those nonmembers.

fig-- 1 about here

A pictorialization of the preyi discussion- pears In Figurel

.

e--model" PostuJites that ,threat of G's, action toward P is a pre--
. .

'on to the salience of(a trUsting attitude-ef P toward O. Once that

a tude is-a salient one, its direction and intensity will depend on-Plsr

ceritions Of C'a compatence, motivation and openness.

To test this' medal", then, the following research by atheses we

ated:

Oe conditions of high perceiVed threa't, there will be significant

-main effects on trusting attitudes for levels of competence, tiva-



tion and opehnesa.

Under condition low peraeilied.

-main effects oh trusting attitudes for ,levels of

and openness.

SUbjects = Subjects were 319 students enrolled in lower- division speech

communication classes:at %noses

used, in the 'study satisfy general education.requirements and thus enroll a

wide variety` of students. Subjects were randomly assigned t one of

reatment conditions.

;Treatment - Each of the Tour independent variables, threat, competence,

motivation' andiopennesto were divideA into high .and low conditiona. A sit-

uation was constructed which stipulated that the subject was to take the

g

of an employee with three years'--seniorityin a corporation de -

Lncial.difficulties. The president of the corporation had just

appo o Mmittee to investigate the ddfficulties.L,From that premise,

the subject was presented With one of sixteen different descriptio s of the

committee.

Threat was manipulated by varying the president's Charge to the com-

mittee., In the high threat conditioh, the_committee was instructed both to

lay off employees and to decide which employees would be terminatea. In the

low threat 'condition, the committee was instructed to make recommendations

about economies but Was specifically forbidden from recommending lay-offs.
* )

Competence was manipulated at the perceptual level. In both conditions,

subject's supervisor made- a statement about the .competence of the com.



1

according to the case, the .snbordi ate had taken to he

In the high; competence condition, e supervisor 4ad remarked that, the five

-best people..for the job had teen Picked, the lo w 'competence conditio4,

0
the supervisor had labeled, .the committee as the fiVe worst.people%for

on wasalso manipulated ,at. the perceptualle, l. In the positive

motivation condition, the case stipulated tliat the subject had perceived

,
embers of ,the,eo ee to be exceptionally committed to the good of

ompany. t the n gative motivatidncondition the material indicated

the.dubject percei'ed the committee'rs members to be pursuing `individual

'd to have "pet subordinates.

mess was manipulateld through the actions of the committee. the

open condition-,*the ommitte. had communicated its pro&ess io nonmembers.

via regular bulletins and instituterprocedures to insilre thal-it re e
. -

suggestions from the rest of the organization.

ved

In the closed condition the

gro maintained secrecy about iregrees, and r s= werethe only avail-

able source of information.

Each of the man ulatioks had been tested on a pilot .ampl- drawn from

the same population as had

from the pilot study

to heighten differences

eventual'subjects. Base'd on .comments drawn

after of the treatments were revised bdth

ase plausability, especially in-situat

where manipulations were not consistent wifh one another

Procedures Each subje

a measure of trust,

ens Ar

received -a booklet containing case materialS)

designed to 'Check manipulati Subjects

informed that the

'group proces

ud' purpose Was to/determine sotie effects of

a

organizations and that the case materia varied from



subject to subject. After subjects co pleted.the.items, tile nature Of the.

study was,discussed and-questions were aawerech'

st measure consisted of nourteen seman

amp drawn from Giffin's.Trust Differentia1.13.0riginally, fifteen items

4-
een selecte4 but one j.tem was eliminated after a pilot dministra -

differential-type

was

ducted:
.10a.

low correlation With'tot

computed to be .'88 in-the pilot sample and .86

Score, CoefficientalPharelaiability

The items were

when the was con-,

ed .in direction in ord void response setting.

NhhipulAtionswere assessed through a -_;series of four. questions one for

each-of the independent var Subjects were asked to respond to these

questions on A seven point semantic -differbntial -type scale tith either.

7bighr.olv"-ositi " at one end. and' "low" or "negative" at the other end

RESULTS

Manipulation Checks - To determine whe er.each.independent variable

had been perceived as intended, t-tests were computed between conditions for

each of the four mAniptjation items.. all cases, t valueS exceeded the

.001 `level of significance.

Table 1 p sen
4

Table 1 about here

D

d standard deviatins for Ach condition on

its respective item. It.should be noted that, in addition to eeing different

from each other, for all independent-variables except threat were it-

uated
.

tbe appropriate side of the scale's ni4oini



otheses Since the threat was considered to-be a precondi-

tion for hypothesis purposes, it was ndt included in the ANOVitmdde1. jtat4pr,

separate -.2x2x2 analyses .of variance were 'optputea for each .of the high threat'

and low threat conditions.
p

Table 2 about here

Table '2 presents means d standard deviations trvthe trust scale for

earth level of.the.three independent variables in both the high and low

Nh.

threat conditions. In.the high threat cdndltion$ all three independent

variable's produced significant main effects.(Cohpetence: F 2P.849$ p =

.001, eta
2

4; Nbtivati ©n F . 9.193, P. =- 1, eta2 = .23i Openness:
.

_

F = 4.738, p = .031, eta2 = .16; R2 = .158). One interaction, competence

by motivati n, approached significance (p = .066)3 all other interactions

were nonsipificant. Thus, Hypothesis 1 was supported:

In the, low threat condition, signific main effects were produced

.001,. eta
2

.35. Motivation: F 21.553, p = .001, eta
2

= .36; R2 . .183): No ma

effect was observed for openness (F 206, p .274, powe = .70 fo small

effects and .99. f,-1- ---.odium and large effects). The competence by openness

interaction approached significance, and no other significant interactions

were observed.

Recall, however, that Subjects consistently distorted their perceptions.~

of threat as cotpared to their perceptions of the other e endmt vari-

ables. Thus, a better test of IpothesJs 2 would have been provided by



only those subjects who perceived t_a jireat condition intended.

Albeit selecting only those subjects che4 positions frog the,midpoint to

-f q-

the, low end of the scale eliminated all butt thirty-five indiVIduals, that

number was still sufficient for scruitiniz

Table 3 lis

duced by

of variance resul

effeets.

. ..

Table 3 about here
. ..

s and standard deViations on the trust scale pro

selective group f8r ach indapendent-Na iable. Analysis

ndicated that no s ficant ma n,eff%cts were gener-

ated (Competence: -F = p = .116; Motivation .606, p = .442; Open-

ness: F = .137, p = .714; power for all tests-= .21 for small effects,, .83

for medium effects and .99 for large effect$ ). Ursing this second analysis,

Mien, Hothesis 2 was supported.

DISCUSSION

model of the generation of initial trus ttitudes toward groups

by individuals who were not members of those groups was developed out of

the literature on interpersonal trust. The model proposed that perceptions

of atuatienal'threat would be preconditions to the saliency of trust as a

concept. Given that trust was a salient concept, the model predicted that
.44

competence,` motivation and openness would serve as independent,deteininan

of trusting attitudes.

-Evidence from a test of the model provided support or its structure.
M1

Under conditions of high thereat, each of the three factors predicted var-
.



attitudes, and no significantAntarac_ on effects were

der conditions of low threat (employing o those subjects

who perceived the situation accurately), manipulatioi

varcables made Tio differences in determining tru

o indepen-

ig attitude

Aline these results are encouraging, they also point to theoretiCal
. ,

esses which need to be.deyeloped and strengthened through further

research. Theses weaknesses and` their accompanying- ,directions for lir

,search will be discussed in the paragraphs which follow.

First, a clarification of the donceptX situational threat seems to

'be in order. the present study, high threat was.operatiOnalized by the

up's ability to affect the subject in a negative manner and by uncertain-

AS to hove that. power would be used.,, Low threat, on the other hand,'Was

operationalized by withhoWng from the.group'the power to lay off the sub-

jest and by stipulating thht this'lack of'power w a certainty. Yet, most

-f,the subjects in the, low threat condition perceived the situation as being

.somew ening,i even if the level of threat was mat up to those of the

high threa condition. There are at leastpthree explainations for such dis

tortion. Fa. st.,:subjects in the low threat condition.may have perceived that

:trust was _dependent vriable, and ince trust could not be ,salient with-
.

out 'some form of threat the situation was distorted to provide that threat.

`.Second, irregardlesq'of-the presence of trust as a dependent variable, sub-

",j.ects may hags perceived-some other form' of threat in the ile existence

of a ommittee which is designed to investigate a matter of potential nen-,

tive impact on beith-the organization and on then' subject. Third, the con-

t/

ception of threat as consisting of power and uncertainty over how that

Tower will b used may be inadequate. Other factors may contribute to the



the pe 6ption of a si

search might foci

ening situations.

A seed cautionarynotee&rging fram'these

11

ion a.s being threatening, -d continuing re-

efforts on elaborating the preconditions for threat-

is that the model's

utility may lie only in the prediction of initial trusting attitudes. .

These attitudes are certainly subject -to modification as interaction between

person and group proceeds, and certain clues in tile data support indications

that the independence of the factors from each other may not hold, beyond

initial impressions. For example, when perceptions of the degree f threat

were lowered somewhat, openness dropped out as a=n independent variable, with

some indication c.10) being present that it inter- -d With competence

instead, There a1s a nonsignificant (pc:...10 trend toward an inter-

action between competence and motivation in the' high threat condition.

Some pr- actical evidence of how trusting attitudes can be modified throu

found in t11 e iaLi L1 by Coh.E;ross of the C.I,A, For

many years, the C.I.A. was perceived as a Idgldy compe of ill

viduals wtmu were working "for the good of the country." As a result, trusting

a_ Je,;67

11 t it:J UPL:k-LI
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that interaction among the variables modifies trusting attitudes, with one

or more of the variables ssu ming greater or lesset importance than others

as the situation chaff Research could focus on how the of in-

teraction modifies trusting attitudes.

Finally, despite the fact that theoretical widerpinnings of he model

wer2 drawn from the literature on interpersonal trust, support for the

model .cannot be generalized to all interpersona' situations. The person-.

group' relationship implied in this model is a complementary one , and so

the model may also hold for other complementary relationships such as eu-

d student. ret, It mikes little con

-laps. How, for

perior amd subordinate or

deptual ttse Lt.) ply the model to Symm

ua ti CA.1

latioristiLJ is riot base

to determlue Lhe degree t

a LI L IL;

(in t

pr

cal

task, how is competence assessed? How is c

let' situtlicl= ltidlvidual

wr,

Lo das lose atld o receive diselosul-e) seams to

tiou. Per ha initial trusting ratti tildes in

p()-

of the MOtivuL

tively or ncg-

openn

ka,,J 1.

L ,a-11 L 1QL1-.

, 05', ,14L4 1 tz,
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will be perceived as being highly competent to undertake the task, who will

be perceived as working for the good of the whole rather than for individual

gain, and who will be willing to give to and receive from nonmembers infor-

mation pertinent to the group's progress toward a solution.
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UNRELIABLE, AUTHORITATIVE/UMUTHORITATI HONEST/DISHONEST, EFFECTIVE/

16

INEFFECTIVE, STABLE/UNSTABLE, INFORMED/UNINFORMED, TRUSTWORTHY/UNTRUSTWORTHY,

/IGNORANT, FRANK/RESERVED FAIR/UNFAIR.



5 FIGURE l

A del of Nonmember Trust 'a Group
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Initial Trusting Attitude
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Factor

High
Low

Competence

High
Low

Motivation

Positive
Negative

Openness

Open
Closed

Scale: 1 s hi611

1

ail s Standard Deviations, and Case Counts
For Manipulation Check Items

Standard. Deviation

2.1585 1.050
2.6194 1.180

3.6747 1.562
4.6013 1.545

3.4248 1.880
4.6566 1.556

3.2582 1.700
6.1679 1.198

gative

164
155

166
153

153
166

182
137



TABLE 2

Means, Standard Deviations, arid Case Counts
For Factors of Trust Under High and Low Threat Conditions

HIGH THREAT:

Competence

High
Low

Motivation

Positive
Negative

pen
used

LOW TUR_EAT;

CoMpeteliQe

u

high
Low

PusitivQ.

Negative

Closed

1potentlal tge 14 (higit6

Standard. viation

50.048 12.994
58.800 14.574

52.582 14.531
55.929 14.228

52.047 0.789
6:821 15.749

14 (. -.)

56.904 11.293

-C., U. ) )
56,383 12,350

54.407

14. voz

12.752

79
85

86

78

73.

81

59



TABLE 3,

.- hens, Standard' and Case Counts
For Factors of Trust Undue Nondistor ed Low Threat Conditions

Factor Standard viation

Competence

High 000 10.599 13
Low .727 '12.236 22

Mbtivation 0

-Positive 50.9,0 12.841 20
Negative 46.06-7 10.833 15

Amaese

Open 46.000 12.536 22
Closed 50.308 11.679 13

Sd b


